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Superplasticity is characterized by an elongation to failure of >300% and ameasured strain
rate sensitivity (SRS), close to 0.5. The superplastic flow is controlled by diffusion
processes; it requires the testing temperature of 0.5Tm or greater where Tm is the
absolute melting temperature of metals. It is well established that a reduction in grain
size improves the optimum superplastic response by lowering the deformation
temperature and/or raising the strain rate. The low-temperature superplasticity (LTSP)
is attractive for commercial superplastic forming, in view of lowering energy requirement,
increasing life for conventional or cheaper forming dies, improving the surface quality of
structural components, inhibiting quick grain growth and solute-loss from the surface
layers, thus resulting in better post-forming mechanical properties. This paper will
summarize the dependence of superplasticity on grain size and shape in various
metallic materials, including ferrous and non-ferrous alloys, which has been considered
as an effective strategy to enable the LTSP.

Keywords: superplasticity, grain refinement, grain size, low-temperature superplasticity, high-strain rate
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INTRODUCTION

Superplasticity is the ability of metals to exhibit extremely large elongations of at least 300% prior to
tensile failure, when deformation is imposed at relatively low strain rates (e.g., _ε �10−3 to 10−5 s−1)
and elevated temperatures (T > 0.5Tm), where Tm is the melting temperature of metals (Edington,
1982; Langdon, 1982). To date, superplasticity has been demonstrated in various metals, such as
aluminium, copper, magnesium, zinc, titanium and iron base alloys etc., (Maehara and Langdon,
1990; Chokshi et al., 1993; Langdon, 2009; Reddy et al., 2017). Basically, superplastic flow may occur
in two different ways (Maehara and Langdon, 1990; Langdon, 1991; Kaibbyshev, 2002): 1) In
transformation superplasticity, the superplastic effect is induced by temperature cycling through
phase transformation; 2) In structural superplasticity, the superplastic flow happens at constant
temperature without phase transformation. As for structural superplasticity, several essential
characteristics are involved. First, the initial microstructure is very fine (usually a few microns
or less) and stable equiaxed grains upon tensile loading. Second, a strain-rate sensitivity exponent
(m � zlnσ/zln_ε) ranges from 0.3 to 0.7 where σ is the true stress and _ε is the strain rate. Third, a
dominant grain boundary sliding (GBS) mechanism occurs to facilitate isotropic deformation.

It is well established that a reduction in grain size improves the optimum superplastic response by
lowering the deformation temperature to lower than 0.5Tm (low temperature superplasticity) and/or
raising the strain rate higher than 10−3 s− (high strain rate superplasticity), which is beneficial for
rapid superplastic forming of structural parts with nearly arbitrarily complex shapes at relatively low
costs (Zhang et al., 2015). For achieving the superplasticity of metals, two groups of plastic
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deformation have been proposed to refine its microstructure
down to ultrafine or nanoscale levels: One group is
conventional plastic working processing (Tanaka et al., 2002;
Tanaka et al., 2003; Xia et al., 2008), such as rolling, extrusion,
forging and the other is severe plastic deformation (SPD)
processing (Kumar et al., 2006; Chou et al., 2007; Yang et al.,
2008; Kawasaki and Langdon, 2011) like equal-channel angular
pressing (ECAP), high-pressure torsion (HPT) and friction stir
welding (FSW), etc. By definition, nanoscaled materials have
grain sizes of less than 100 nm and ultrafine-grained (UFG)
materials have average grain sizes ranging from 100 nm to
1 μm. Various processing techniques to achieve ultra/nano-
grain refinement of metals are represented in Figure 1.

SUPERPLASTICITY IN AL ALLOYS

An early report documented the occurrence of superplasticity in
Al-based alloys over strain rates covering several orders of
magnitude (Higashi, 1994; Kawasaki and Langdon, 2007). It
was found that samples processed by cold rolling (CR) were
not superplastic because the imposed strains were insufficient to
refine the size to the ultrafine or even smaller levels. Instead, it was
necessary to use powder metallurgy (PM), physical vapor
deposition or other techniques for the superplasticity of Al
alloys achieved at low temperatures or high strain rates.

In contrast, the Al-alloys processed by ECAPwere superplastic
over at least a limited range of strain rates (Komura et al., 2001). It
was found that several of the Al alloys exhibited exceptionally
high elongations of >2000%, and the general trend of a bell-
shaped curve of total elongation against strain rate indicates three
distinct flow regions where region II was superplastic at
intermediate strain rates. It is also evident that superior
elongations were achieved at high strain rates of no less than
10−2 s−1, thus implying the occurrence of high-strain-rate
superplasticity.

Liu and Ma (2011) investigated the influence of grain size on
superplastic behavior in the Al-Mg-Sc alloy processed by friction
stir processing (FSP), as plotted in Figure 2. It was found that the
medium-grained samples exhibited the largest elongation at the
highest strain rate due to the optimum combination of grain size
and its thermal stability. The superplasticity of Al-Mg-Sc alloy
was mainly governed by the effective grain size (the grain size just
before deformation) and its distribution just before tension rather
than the initial grain size.

It was worth noting that the Al-6Mg-0.25Sc-0.1Zr alloy
produced by asymmetric rolling (AsR) exhibited an average
grain size of ∼1.5 μm, corresponding to an elongation of
∼3,200% at 773 K and 5 × 10−2 s−1 (Xu et al., 2016). The
superior superplasticity was ascribed to the ultrafine grains
with a high fraction of high-angle grain boundaries (HAGBs)
and disperse, coherent and nano-scaled Al3(Sc, Zr) particles.

SUPERPLASTICITY IN TI ALLOYS

It has been demonstrated that the Ti alloy processed by
conventional SPD methods exhibited an average grain size of
75–400 nm and the LTSP was achieved at temperatures as low as
823–973 K (Kim et al., 1998; Salishchev et al., 2001; Ko et al.,
2005; Ko et al., 2006; Matsumoto et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014a;
Fu et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2018a), as
summarized in Table 1.

FSP is a novel solid-state processing technique for grain
refinement and microstructural modification in view of the
principle of friction stir welding (FSW) (Liu et al., 2009). Wu
et al. (2016) reported that the friction stir welded Ti-6Al-4V alloy
with a fully lamellar morphology had an excellent superplastic
ductility of ∼728% at 1198 K and 3.0 × 10−3 s−1, which reached
442% at 873 K and 3.0 × 10−5 s−1.

In addition to the above-mentioned SPD methods, the initial
microstructure also played an important role on ultra-grain

FIGURE 1 | Various techniques for production of UFG materials and the corresponding grain size levels. Note: CG-Coarse grains; FG-Fine grains; NG-Nano-sized
grains.
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refinement of Ti-6Al-4V alloy and the resultant superplastic
behavior. Wang and Langdon et al. (Wang and Langdon,
2013) demonstrated that the grain size of the HPT-processed
Ti-6Al-4V alloy dropped with increasing the volume fraction of
lamellar structure. Preliminary work (Fu et al., 2015; Zhang et al.,
2018b) has also showed that as the fraction of lamellar structure
reached 70%, the grain size of the HPT-processed Ti-6Al-4V alloy
was refined to 75 ± 15 nm, and an excellent LTSP of ∼780% was
achieved at 873 K and 5.0 × 10−4 s−1.

Yoon et al. (2015) investigated the effect of initial
microstructure (as-received material, furnace-cooled, material
and water-quenched material) on microstructural evolution in

Ti-6Al-4V alloy during FSW, and the equixaed microstructure
with the smallest grain size in stir zone (SZ) center was formed for
the initial martensitic microstructure. As demonstrated in Zhang
et al. (2018a), an ultrafine microstructure consisting of α grains
(∼510 nm) and a small amount of ß phase was successfully
achieved in the FSPed Ti-6Al-4V alloy. The fraction of
HAGBs with random crystallographic orientation was close to
90%, revealing dynamic recrystallization was responsible for
ultra-grain refinement during FSP. The LTSP of such an
ultrafine microstructure was found in the temperature range of
773–923 K and strain rates from 1.0 × 10−4 s−1 to 3.0 × 10−3 s−1.
Specifically, an exceptional LTSP of 1130% was achieved at 873 K
and 3.0 × 10−4 s−1.

Shahmir et al. (2018) examined the effect of initial
microstructures, e.g. martensitic and lamellar on the
superplasticity in the Ti-6Al-4V alloy processed by HPT. It was
demonstrated that significant grain refinement was achieved under
both conditions with grain sizes of ∼30 and ∼40 nm, respectively.
The nanostructured samples exhibited excellent ductility at
923–1073 K, including superplastic elongations at 973 K with
maximum values of 815 and 690%, respectively.

To provide a direct comparison with other published data on
superplasticity in the Ti-6Al-4V alloy processed by HPT, Table 2

FIGURE 2 | Changes in total elongation with strain rate at different deformation temperatures in the Al-Mg-Sc alloy with grain sizes of 1.6 μm (A), 2.6 μm (B) and
2.9 μm (C) (Liu and Ma, 2011).

TABLE 1 | Maximum elongations for the LTSP (below 973 K) in the SPDed Ti-6Al-4V alloy (Kim et al., 1998; Salishchev et al., 2001; Ko et al., 2005; Ko et al., 2006;
Matsumoto et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014a; Fu et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2018a).

Processing methods d, nm T, K Strain rate, /s Elongation, %

ECAP 300 873–973 1.0 × 10−4–5.0 × 10−4 296–700
HPT 75–300 873–923 5.0 × 10−4–1.0 × 10−2 575–780
MAF 135–400 823–973 5.0 × 10−4–7.0 × 10−4 640–910
Hot rolling 100–300 923–973 1.0 × 10−4–1.0 × 10−2 220–516
FSW Fully lamellar 923 3.0 × 10−5 442
FSP 510 873 3.0 × 10−4 1130

Note: MAF, multiaxial forging.

TABLE 2 | Summary of experimental parameters and elongations in the Ti-6Al-4V
alloy processed by HPT (Sergueeva et al., 2000; Sergueeva et al., 2002;
Shahmir et al., 2018).

Initial microstructure T, K Strain rate, 1/s Elongation, %

α+lamellar (α+β) 923–998 1.0 × 10−3–1.0 × 10−2 504–676
α+75% lamellar (α+β) 873 1.0 × 10−4–1.0 × 10−2 540–790
Lamellar (α+β) 973 1.0 × 10−3–1.0 × 10−2 640–910
Martensitic 923–973 1.0 × 10−4–1.0 × 10−2 410–690
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summarizes the results reported under various parameters
including initial microstructure and tensile elongation
(Sergueeva et al., 2000; Sergueeva et al., 2002; Shahmir et al.,
2018). All results showed high superplastic elongations but the
maximum value of 815% was obtained. From this work, it was
apparent that the initial grain size of the martensitic
microstructure was smaller than the lamellar one and this
would contribute to higher elongations, thus exhibiting
exceptional superplasticity when compared with the lamellar
microstructure.

SUPERPLASTICITY IN FE ALLOYS

The development of ferrous superplastic alloys allowed the mass
production of complex parts at relatively low costs. For example, a
promising superplasticity was found in some duplex stainless steels
(DSS) and ultrahigh carbon steels (UCS) (Li et al., 2014; Zhang
et al., 2014b). However, the requirements of high alloying contents
(Cr, Ni, and Mo), high temperature or low strain rate hindered
broad industrial applications for intricate parts. More recently,
lean-alloyed Fe–Mn–Al–C steels (e.g., medium Mn steel, MMS)
revealed an extraordinary superplasticity and they have significant
potentials to be used as the next-generation automotive steels due
to their high strength, excellent ductility, comparatively low density
andmaterial cost (Cao et al., 2017; Cao et al., 2018; Han et al., 2017).
Table 3 summarized the chemical composition, thermomechanical
processing and total elongation and deformation conditions for
various ferrous superplastic alloys (Zhang et al., 2014b; Li et al.,
2014; Cao et al., 2017; Han et al., 2017; Cao et al., 2018).

The superplastic MMSs were produced via either hot rolling or
cold rolling followed by rapid cooling or inter-critical annealing,
which evolved into a fully lath-typed or equiaxed ferrite and
austenite (α+c) duplex structure, respectively.

Han et al. (2017) investigated the superplasticity of Fe-
6.6Mn-2.3Al cold rolled alloy. The tensile specimens were
heated to 1123 K, where the equilibrium volume fractions of
both α and c phases were almost identical, held for 5 min and
then tested at various initial strain rates. The process of
lamella shearing happened during cold rolling, so that the
equiaxed (α+c) structure was quickly developed at elevated
temperatures. Accordingly, a maximum elongation of
∼1314% was obtained at 1.0 × 10−3 s−1. In contrast, the
hot-rolled (HRed) lamellar structure induced high flow
stresses at initial and steady states, making intergranular
deformation occur more readily than GBS. This
corresponds to a relatively low ductility of ∼340% at 800°C
and 10−3 s−1 (Cao et al., 2018). The low temperature or high
strain rate superplasticity of mediumMn steels is believed as a
result of ultra-grain refinement and the slow diffusion of Mn
and Al elements.

GRAIN SIZE EFFECT ON
SUPERPLASTICITY OF METALS

Taking into account the grain size effect on high-temperature
deformation, a model on superplastic deformation was proposed
by Lou and Woo (2002), based on the theory of GBS and the
theory of cavity growth, as follows:

TABLE 3 | Statistic results of chemical composition, thermomechanical processing and total elongation and deformation conditions for various ferrous superplastic alloys
(Zhang et al., 2014b; Li et al., 2014; Cao et al., 2017; Han et al., 2017; Cao et al., 2018).

Alloy Composition (wt%) TMP El, % Td, °C _ε(1/s)

Duplex stainless steel 25Cr-7Ni-3Mo HR + CR 1700 1000 1.7 × 10−2

22Cr-5Ni-3Mo 1510 980 3 × 10−4

22Cr-5.4Ni-3.2Mo HR + CR 1260 950 1.5 × 10−3

Ultra-high Carbon steel 1.3C-0.7Mn-0.1Si HR + WR 700 630 1.3 × 10−4

1.6C-0.7Mn-0.3Si 760 630 1.3 × 10−4

1.9C-0.8Mn-0.3Si 380 650 1.7 × 10−4

1.7C-1.5Cr-2.4Al-0.5Mn multi-pass 490 700 5 × 10−4

1.3C-3.0Si-1.5Cr-0.5Mn HF + WR 1300 850 1.7 × 10−4

1.3C-2.3Mn-1.8Si-1.1Cr-1Al HR + WR 720 780 2 × 10−3

1.3C-2Mn-1.8Si-1.0Cr HR + WQ 900 750 1 × 10−4

Medium Mn steel 0.05C-6.6Mn-2.3Al HR + CR 1314 850 1 × 10−3

0.1C-5Mn-2Al HR + CR 1190 850 1 × 10−3

0.1C-5Mn-2Al HR 340 800 1 × 10−3

Note: TMP, thermo-mechanical process; HR, hot rolling; WR, warm rolling; WQ, water quenching; CR, cold rolling.
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rf + B
d
� Cf exp(εf ) (1)

where B is defined as:

B � (45Ωδ

Ab2
− 3c
2G

) �������
ADgbGb
_εkT

√
(2)

where εf is the total elongation to fracture, Cf is an integrating
constant, rf is the valid radius of cavity in fracture,Ω is the atomic
volume, δ is the grain boundary width, c is the mean radius of
cavity, b is the Burgers vector, Dgb is the grain boundary
diffusivity, _ε is the strain rate, k is the Boltzman constant, T is
the absolute temperature, A is the dimensionless constant and G
is the shear modulus.

The predictions of the model were compared with several
published experimental data, as shown in Figure 3 (Liu and Ma,
2011). It was apparent that the total elongation increased with
decreasing the grain size at various strain rates, i.e., the linear
relationship between total elongation and 1/d was kept in a strain
rate range.

It is also well known that the contribution of GBS to the total
macroscopic strain was estimated as being less than 70%, so the
remainder should be accommodated by other existing
mechanisms. In some cases, high dislocation activity was still
visible, not only in the vicinity of interphase boundaries, but also
within grains even after failure, verifying that GBS was
accommodated by dislocation slip or climb mechanisms.
Regarding the dislocation accommodating mechanism, a
common resemblance was found with the Rachinger GBS
effect. The process was generally controlled by the equilibrium
subgrain size parameter λ, which can be expressed as (Alabort
et al., 2015):

λ/b � ζ(σ/μ)−1
(3)

where b is the magnitude of the Burgers’ vector, σ is the flow
stress, μ is the shear modulus and ζ is a constant. Given that
average grain size (d) was constant, but λ was related to the
imposed stress and hence, as a function of deformation
conditions.

In the case of phases whose size d>λ, intragranular
dislocations would form subgrains and even evolve into new
grains upon straining; whereas for phases whose size d<λ,
intragranular dislocations traveled through the softer phase, in
favor of intragranular slip.

It is well known that the flow stress of materials is a function of
deformation temperature T, grain size d and strain rate _εduring
superplastic deformation, as below (Zhu and Langdon, 2004):

_ε � Aσnd−pD0 exp[ − Q/(RT)]
where A is a constant, n is an exponent related to the flow stress, p
is an exponent related to the grain size, Q is an activation energy,
R is a gas constant. Thus, the strain rate can be found increase
significantly when the grain size of materials is refined to a nano-
scaled level. Langdon et al. reported that as the grain size is refined
from 2 μm to 200 nm, the superplastic period is reduced from
20–30 min to 20–30 s.

CONCLUSION

This work summarized the dependence of superplasticity of
various metals on grain size and shape, including Al alloy, Ti
alloy and ferrous alloy, etc. The smaller grains can contribute to
lowering the deformation temperature and/or raising the strain
rate, which is beneficial for rapid superplastic forming of parts
with nearly arbitrarily complex shapes at relatively low costs. In
comparison with severe plastic deformation, most of metals
processed by conventional plastic deformation were not
superplastic because the imposed strains were insufficient to
refine the size to the ultrafine or even smaller levels.
Meanwhile, the superplasticity of metals can be significantly
improved as well by tailoring the initial microstructural
parameters (grain shape, phase fraction, grain size distribution
etc.), which is crucial for developing novel superplastic metals
with commercial application potential.
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FIGURE 3 | Total elongation against inverse grain size for several
superplastic materials. + Ti-6Al-4V deformed at 1200 K and 2.0 × 10−4 s−1;
Ternary brass deformed at 874 K and 1.67 × 10−4 s−1; 7475 Al alloy deformed
at 789 K and 3.0 × 10−4 s−1; × Al-Mg-Sc alloy deformed at 698 K and 3.0
× 10−2 s−1; × Al-14Ni-14Mn alloy deformed at 873 K and 1.0 s−1; • ZrO-
dispersed Al deformed at 1727 K and 1.7 × 10−4 s−1 (Liu and Ma, 2011).
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